MATH

- Read an analog clock to nearest hour
- Measure objects using different units
- Recognize the equal sign means both sides of the equation have the same value (3+4 = 6 + - )
- Solve word problems with one and two-digit numbers up to 20
- Understand math language (number bonds, fact families, ten frames, tens and ones)
- Add and subtract numbers to 20 (10+10, 20-10=10)

LITERACY

- Write about a topic and provide some facts
- Collaborate, converse, listen and respond in small group and class discussions
- Know and use the basic rules of spoken and written English
- Compare and contrast elements (character, setting, problem & solution) of different stories
- How

Incoming Second Grade Student,

We are excited to meet our new group of second grade students in August. Here is description of an

Welcome to Second Grade Sandburg Tigers!